































SJSU President Gail Fullerton 
returns 
tonight
 from a fund raising 
trip to New York City which may 
have cost SJSU about 81,000. 
Fullerton was
 a guest at a $200-
a -plate Fund for Higher 
Education  
dinner where she was to receive an 
as of yet undisclosed contribution for 
the business school. 
The dinner, held in the New 
York Hilton, was 
the second annual 
Gustave 
L. Levy Memorial 









SJSU. President of 







she  was invited to 
the 
dinner because Batten 
wanted  to 
make a contribution








the Bay Area on Monday 
and is expected to return tonight. 




 at the New York Hilton, 




Treasurer  Nancy Mc-
-adden announced Tuesday that she 
Nill run  for A.S. president in the  
lection April 3,4 and 
5. 
Running with 
her  will be Fazel 
Fazelbhoy
 for vice 
president,  
Juvencia  Romo 
for treasurer
 and 
elio Lucero for attorney
 general. 
Fazelbhoy and Lucero are 
:ouncil members, and Romo is the 
:oordinator of the Women's 
Center
 
had vice president of the Chicana 
They are candidates of the 
Party - Students
 for Ac-
rountability, Access and Action, a 
flew party formed on what Mc-
(adden termed an "outreach"
 basis 
bringing new 











 to the 
business
 school," 














munity,"  at the New 
York dinner. 
An official for 
the Fund for 
Higher Education said yesterday 
approximately 700 people are ex-
pected to attend the dinner and the 
proceeds to 
be
 split between SJSU 








 the university will pay
 for 




 from the 
Controller's  
Office 
and  the University 
Budget 
Officer make it 








for review of general plan 
By Don 
Vetter  
The San Jose City Council ap-
proved the city planning depart-
ment's work outline Tuesday for a 
20-month review of the city's general 
plan. 
The project, "General Plan '80," 




forces  in each voting 
district  
























department  report 
sites that 
the reason for the general
 
plan review, completed 
in 1975, are: 
the effect on the
 city's tax base due 
to the passage
 of Proposition 13, 
the 




 a larger portion of the 
budget, and the 





 imbalance of jobs to housing and 
the change to district 
elections  in the 
city. 









 to the 36
-member  
coordinating 
committee  made up of 
one 
member from each 
district and 
16 at -large


















 speaking for 
the Committee
 for Open 
Media,  
denied  that the group is opposing the 
sale of Alameda radio
 station KJAZ 
on the grounds of anti -Philippine 
'prejudice. 
Jacklin, an 
associate  professor 
of 
philosophy,  says the committee 
does not object to the 
proposed 
transfer of the KJAZ license to the 
Mabuhay 
Corp., a Filipino 
organization, on ethnic grounds. 
"We 
never raised the minority 
question but it's 
being bought by a 
totalitarian  group. 
We are in-
vestigating  to 
determine  if they
 
(Mabuhay 














The Philippine News is a paper
 
Jealing with the Filipino 
com-
munity. It is 







off to a 
cloudy  start, 










 from a 
high  in the 




Pat Henry, KJAZ 
owner, was 
quoted in Monday's San Francisco 
Chronicle as saying "The so-called 
citizens' group that has been riding 
me to sell to a minority is filing an 
objection, claiming that I'm selling 
to 
the wrong minority." 
Jacklin said the 
transfer  is being 
opposed
 on three main  points. He 










 licenses are subject 
to renewal 
hearings.  They believe 
the 








 if it 
is pro -Marcos.
 Finally, Jacklin 
expressed  doubt that 
the new owners 
will 
keep  their promise to 
maintain 
the station's 
jazz  format. 
"Can you support a dictator and 
be of good character?," Jacklin 
asked. "It's like selling to Nazis." 
According to Jacklin, the sale 
also met opposition from the FCC 
itself. 
Charles Kelley, the 
chief of the 
FCC's 
Hearing  Division, said 
Henry's petition for extraordinary 
release had been 
opposed.
 Ex-
traordinary release allows a station 
to be sold, even after it has been 
scheduled for a renewal
 hearing, if 
two requirements are met: 
The station must be sold 
to
 a 
minority buyer and it must be sold 
at
 













said. "It was 
too much." 
Henry
 said he 
had  been in-
structed 
by his attorneys not to 
discuss the case. 
by calling for 
individual  coun-
cilmembers to be designated con-
venors at 
the  public meetings  for the 
district task forces. 
The task forces will be composed 
of all citizens who attend these 
district "town meetings" and show 
interest
 in the project. The meetings 
will begin in April and May. 
' I think city council members 
should get 
involved  in this process in 
the beginning," Estruth said, "at the 
grass roots level." 
The only opposition to the 
general plan review outline came 
from councilman
 Al Garza who 
disagreed that people should just 
"come together" for the project. 
"We are going to have 
en-
thusiastic 
participation  in the 
beginning, but we are not 
going to 
get well-rounded
 participation and 
enthusiasm  down the 
line,"  Garza 
said. 
He believes that all 
task
 force 









 serve," he said.
 
Though Garza supported the 
review of the general plan, he 
showed his opposition to the for-
mation  of the task force by leaving 
the council chambers while the 6-0 




 Janet Gray Hayes said 
that though the 
council  approved the 
outline, the planning 
department  
should look at Garza's plea and 
possible "fine tune" 










report  that the 
general plan be 
reviewed 
on
 an annual 
basis for 
individual 
projects  that could 
effect 
fiscal 
or land -use 
policies.  
The task 
force  will also un-




Recommendations made by the 
citizen 
committees  will then be 
reviewed in public hearings and the 
council will then decide if any should 
be included in the general plan. 
Both 
offices agree that 
Fullerton's budget will pay for a 
round-trip economy fare ticket on a 
commercial
 airline. The cost of that 







 the president 
has a 
$40
-per -day limit to 




 such as 
this. That figure




























 on her expenses
 for lodging 
and 




 as they are 
"supported 
by receipts" 
while  her 
expense  account 
for meals is the 
same for 
in -state. 
No figures were available  for 
Fullerton's in -state








Tony Lostaunau, of San Jose, shows
 much poise in blowing his 
first bubble
 at the REC 97 class bubble gum blowing contest, 
yesterday. Also featured were competitions
 in lemon eating and 
ice eating. The competition
 was held in the Art Quad during the 
noon hour 
to a crowd of enthusiastically 
cheering
 spectators. 
Many of the bubble blowers had their 
hopes  for a ribbon "burst" 
early in the 
competition.  Lostaunau didn't win the bubble blowing 









By Chuck Henrikson 
Student involvement on the 
Academic  Senate has been largely 
disappointing this year and in the 
past, according to senate members.
 
Of the five 
student senators, 
only Edna Campbell and Barbara
 
Dubbert 
have attended senate 
meetings regularly this semester. 
Of the other 
three:  David Bates 
was graduated in December, Steve 
Malork is no longer

















 but the 
information was
 not available at 
press time. 
"Students should be afforded the 
opportunity to be on the senate. I 
find it disturbing when they don't 
use it," said Senator Roger Haight, 
professor of biological sciences. 
"Why do students agitate for 
more input in policy 
decisions  when 











at SJSU for a short time only, 
and are busy 
working
 for their 
degrees,
 they do not have 
access to 
channels of 
information open to 
faculty and 
administrators.  Thus 
student
 senators are at 
a disad-
vantage  and may not
 completely 
understand all 
of the senate issues. 
"Many students




lot of what the senate 
deals with," said Senator
 Ted 
Norton,  political science 
professor. 
"I once offered a one -unit course 
on the Academic Senate and how 
it
 
works," Norton said. "Two 
students  
showed  up." 
While the senate formulates 
student -oriented policies like the 
new general education requirement 
it also spends 
much time debating 
faculty retention, tenure and 
promotion policies 
and  other mat-
ters of little student interest. 
The processes of government, 
particularly the Academic Senate, 
New director 





SJSU  will have  a new 
director  
for the





university relations officer at the 
University of 
California  at River-
side, 





 President Gail 
Fullerton. 
"He 
brings a solid background 
as a working 
journalist,  a public 
relations officer 





























assistant to the 
chancellor  at UC-
Riverside. 
He was one 
of





the staff in 1968 as 
a 
press officer. He 
served as public 
information
 manager from 
1971 to 
1973 before 
being  named to 
his 
current post. 
"I need to develop sources of 
funding when state funds are 
not 
forthcoming," Lopez said in a 
telephone 
interview Tuesday con-
cerning his new job at SJSU.
 
He said he would be looking at 
corporate 
foundations, federal grant 
programs, 







 the staff at UC-
Riverside, Lopez
 was a public 
relations representative
 with Ford 
Aerospace
 in I,os Angeles, a science 
writer in 
Newport
 Beach and a 







"I'm not counting 
on my con-
nection with 
the Ford Motor ('om-
pany or 
anyone
 eb-o," Lopez said. 
"The University must develop ways 
corporations can 
understand and be 
meaningful  to its graduates." 
Lopez will replace John McLain 
as director. Mclain will continue as 
university news bureau manager 
with no cut in salary. 
"Dr. Fullerton wanted
 an expert 
in fund-raising,"






he thought of 
the 
acronym for his 
new office, Lopez
 
laughed and said. 
"It's  kinda cute. I 
hope it 
doesn't  turn out
 to be that." 
are slow, Haight said, and students 
often become impatient
 and demand 
fast action. 
Until 
this year students were 
elected for one-year terms.
 Several 
senators said that one year 
isn't  
enough time
 to "learn the ropes." 
As a result of 
a recent change in 
the Academic 
Senate  constitution, 
students will be 
elected for two-year 
terms beginning





 longer terms may 
result in better student represen-
tation, Norton 
added that, "They 
may graduate, or drop out or their 
interests may 
change. It's hard to 
say over two years." 
The
 relative lack of student 
involvement on 
the senate this year 
is 
not  unique," said senate Chair-
man David Newman. 
"When there has been a lot of 
involvement from the 
A.S. president 
and the student senators the senate 
has felt their 
influence.  
"The only participation 
I am 
aware of 
this  year has been from 
Maryanne Ryan I A.S. president
 and 





It is a tough personnel job 
to find 
students who will 
be
 good senators. 
Newman said. 
"It's difficult when putting 
together a slate for student elec-
tions to know if 
students  are 
committed and qualified to be on the 
senate,"
 he said. 
Some 








wish  student 
government  
would get 






adding  that the 










"It's imperative that we have 
students on the senate," she said. 
Adding to that sentiment, 
Haight said, "Students provide a 
perspective





























Khomeini  is as 
much a 
vicious dictator





revolution  which 
exiled  the 
shah has left in power a 
man,  
claiming to be a religious
 leader, 
who thinks nothing of 
murdering 
men without
 benefit of a trial. 
We are told these men 
were
 
given trials and found 
guilty.  Sure. 
Like the Jews in 






 tried and 
found guilty. 
Granted, 
these  men may 
have
 
been  brutal 
henchmen
 of the shah. 
They may 
have
 murdered scores of 
people.
 
But that does not give 
Khomeini  the right to murder 
them
 
ithout  a 
trial.  
If they did what they're accused 
,if doing,  
surely  convictions would 
have been easy to obtain. But no, 
Khomeini doesn't want to wait for 
the 
"burden"
 of a trial. 
Even
 the Nazi war criminals 
were given their day in 
court.  
The March 8 New York Times 
had a 
front page photo showing 
six 
men, accused 
of homosexual rape, 
facings firing squad. 
The crime for which they were 
convicted at a secret trial? Not 
merely the rapes, for which some 
punishment 
is
 deserved if guilty, but 
more importantly, these men were 
the first under the new regime to be 
executed for violating Moslem 
law.
 
If this is a preview of things to 
come, then move over, Idi Amin, 
Khomeini is taking over. 
Khomeini is using that same 
Moslem law to turn Iran into a 
backward, torn country where 
human rights mean just as much 
as
 
they did under the shah. 
Nothing.
 
Example: Khomeini recently 




available to the 
extent  that beef 
prices have now 
doubled. 
This in a 
country which is still 


















what  his 
own  









 He killed 
hundreds,
 he was 
corrupt and 
human 
rights  meant 
little
 to him. 
But at 
least the 
shah  never 
claimed 
to be a 
religious
 leader or 
any kind
 of gentle 
man.
 This doesn't 
make 
the shah 




 you knew where
 you 
stood. 
No doubt the 
new friendship 
between Khomeini and Yassar 
Arafat  will result in 
even
 more 
violations of human rights. We know 
what 
Arafat stands for, and wat-
ching them 
hug each other, 
somehow  the phrase, 
"Birds  of a 
feather 
... " comes to mind. 
Karl Marx 
once wrote of a 
revolution by the working 
class, the 
ultiniate result
 of which would be a 
world without tensions
 or conflicts, a 
utopia. 
There was revolution in Iran, 
but those who laid down
 their lives 
for it will find that there 
will be no 
utopia, no 
lessening
 of conditions. 
On the 
contrary.  With a mad-
man  like Khomeini, 
they'll  find it no 









It is time 
to stop thinking
 of prostitution
 as an aberration
 which will 
go 
away
 if penalties and
 enforcement 













 against it. 
That 
tradition
 began as 
a way of 















 which began 
with  Leviticus 
served
 the purpose 
of 
social 
hygiene  up to the 
discovery  of sulfa 
drugs
 and penicillin. 
It is arguable 
that on the 
basis of public 
health,
 it was proper 
for the state to 
continue  its 
support of what
 was basically a 
religious
 sanction against
 the world's oldest 
pro(ession. 
But there is 
no
 longer an excuse to maintain
 these laws which both in-
corporate the church's 
rules  into the state's and 





 infringement of rights 
to ask a person to deny 
sexual  needs if she 
is not married. 
Laws against prostitution 
create
 violence, disease and the 
desperation 
they are supposed 
to prevent. 
Because prostitution is 
illegal,  women who follow 
the
 calling have no 
recourse to 
police protection when their customers
 turn violent. 
Because prostitution is 
illegal,  authorities cannot 
follow  up to provide 
adequate 
medical  services to the women 
and their customers. 
Because prostitution is 
illegal,  women who could be 
working
 in licensed 
houses 
must work the street corners, 
creating
 tension and disruption in 
neighborhoods. 
Current
 enforcement practices 




must  be the government's 
aim,
 pictures of the women's 
customers should
 be taken and published in 
the  news media. 
Nobody can sell
 any service for which there is no 
market.  Without the 
men who pay, there 
would be  no prostitution. The women are there in 
response
 to an economic 
demand.
 
It is time for San Jose's City Council to 
take
 positive action to reduce the 
problems caused by 
the current prostitution laws. 
It is 














 Lee G. Sherman 
Iran's new religious leader, the 
Ayatollah Ruhollah 
Khomeini,  has 
had his share




 the opposition that 
toppled the shah 
and his monarchy 
is depressed because a great many 
Iranians
 don't want a return to a 
strict Islamic
 Republic. 
Recent popularity polls in Iran 
have indicated a sharp decline in 
support of Khomeini. 
In a private, exclusive
 interview 






 a current issue has 




 to the proposed 
National Youth Service and the wide 
range 
of "advantages" being lauded 
by the
 entire political spectrum. 
We 
have  so-called liberals ex-
tolling the merits of egalitarianism 
and advancement of 





Reagan types there's the 
lure 
of a strong defense
 and 
"building





people  do not 
check their 
assumptions  before 
embracing 







 here is people do 
not  
own their own 
lives.
 In the final 
analysis we are 
government 
property. 
No matter what 
sugar-coated  
word you substitute
 for it, slavery is 
still slavery.
 
It's ironic that a letter in the 
Daily 
in favor of 
National  Youth 
Service  made 
references  to 
voluntarism, this 








 still think 
clearly,  this 
proposal
 is involuntary,




 clause in 
the constitution







 liberty such as 
this,  we will 
only  be free in the
 1984 sense of 
the 
word. 
Contrary  to 
what  it is 
called,  we 
do not have























 not be 


























 for the last 
seven or so 
years. In that time








prostitution has caused. Generally 
the "ladies" just go someplace else. 
They came here from someplace 
else.
 So now all the
 efforts of the 
San 
Jose City
 Council and 
residents to 
get


















History  is filled with 






 sex for hire. I am sure 
this  effort 
of the City
 Council will be as inef-




 In fact, the area 
that has 
received so much free 
publicity
 about the 
so-called  
"problem'
 is now doing
 more 
business than ever. 
It practically 
has a carnival 




driving or walking 
by watching to 
see how 
the  police and 
the "ladies" 
will 
react  toward 
each other. 
Compared to 
how  the area was a 
couple of years 
ago,  the police at-
tempts to chase 
out prostitution is a 
joke. 
Anybody  who knows
 the area 
can tell you 
sex for sale was 
here 
before 
the  police 
made
 the area 
a 
three-ring 
circus  and there 
will still 
be sex for
 sale when 












 spoke on a 
variety of 
subjects  as he 
layed on a 
bed of 
spikes, 
chanting  "down with 
the 
fascist shah." 
Question: Tell me Ayatollah, 
why do 
you spend one hour each day
 
laying on a bed
 of spikes? 
Khomeini:
 I find that 
when I 
have  much serious
 thinking to do,
 
this helps 
me get to the main 
point. 
Mainly though, 
I do this to set an 
example for 
my
 people. To show 
them that
 a spartan, austere 
existence, 
free
 of western influence 
and 
trappings
 is best. 
Question: But how can 
Iran 
expect to compete in a modern, 
industrialized
 world if it refuses all 
modern and western influences? 
How will your oil reserves 
be tapped 
and refined? How will your economy 
grow? What about the military 
threat 
from  the Soviet Union, isn't it 
essential you 
maintain
 a well 
equipped,
 modern army? 
Khomeini: Details, details. If we 
have to 
destroy
 every microwave 
oven. If we have to burn each and 
every toothpick. If we have to 
ban 
the wearing of 
cross your heart bras, 
then we will do it ... and 
more!  I've 
had many 
visions in which 
Mohammed, our 
spiritual  prophet. 
has told 
me
 these things. So 
there  is 
no question, it 










believe that some 
western  influence 
is 






















send  them 












culture  for 
a few 
years,  they 
will  never 
want
 to return 
to 
Iran. 













ship, so they 
won't have 
any choice. 






him, don't you? 
Khomeini:
 Oh yes 
... that one. 
He's
 currently
















Bazargan,  the 







 you come 
out  
on record 
calling  him "a 
weak 
man?" 
Khomeini: He is 
weak!
 Why  the 
man drinks Coca-Cola. Sometimes 
two, even three 
bottles  a day. He's 
not a true believer in Mohammed, 
like he told me. He even has 
carpets
 
in his house. Need I say more? 
Question: What's 
wrong  with 
that'  
Khomeini: The Koran forbids it 
. enough said! 
Question: Ayatollah, exactly 
why do you feel that all western 
influence is bad?




medicine? Surely you can't 
IN 
against the prolonging of life? 
Khomeini: When Allah
 calls fo 
you to 
join  him, there can be 
n 
delay. Modern
 medicine is simpl 
the tool of non -believers
 to lengthe 
their  stay in this world. As fo 




 in bringing 
in man 
negative 
aspects  of your culture. 
rated 
movies  and prostitution use 
to abound
 in Tehran, but no 
mor 
Lee Sherman is a 
Journalism minor 
Iranian television was
 ffilled wit 
sex and violence. This is the 
reason  
have had to call for publi 














it is the will c 
Allah. Praise to Mohammed. 
Question: 
Iranian
 women seer 
the most upset 
over
 the new Islami 
Republic. Does 






me.  That is 








the  punist 
ment
 going to 











 What do you 
see f 




Khomeini:  I 
have




















 I a 
















a sea of 
despicab  
modern,
 western influences. If 
achieve 
this,  I will die happy. 
If
 
don't ... then I'll 
just
 have to sti 
around
 a little longer. After
 all, ev 
Mohammed 
didn't create a perfe 
Moslem 
culture  in a day. 
Question: What 
is your opini 
of President Jimmy Carter? 
Khomeini: Carter smiles 
t 
much. And I never trust a man w 
smiles too much. Now 
I must go. It 
time to 
wail  at the setting sun. 
Question: Wait, one la 
question. Tell me Ayatollah 
exactly what is an Ayatolla 
anyway'
 
Khomeini:  Hey, 
wasn't th 
interview supposed





















 is.  
Khomeini: Time's up! I reall  
must be 
departing,  Allah calls nw 
















"If we insist that there 
is a group of people who, on 
a fixed 
calendar  basis, 
cease 
to







crazy, the people so de-
signed will, under 
pres-
sure, be unintelligent, a-
sexual, unemployable and 
crazy..."   Dr. Alex Com-




 quoted by Gerry Gor-
don, public information 
aide for the Santa Clb.ra 
County Council on Aging. 
Problems of the aged 
was among
 the topics 
discussed at a conference 
titled "Day 
Care for the 
Young and 










spoke  to a 
group 
of about 25 
persons,  
and 
was  among four 
speakers who 
addressed  
themselves to the 
problems  
of child care and the 
elderly in 






















'But I do 
believe  we 
need
 





Some of the attitudes 
Gordon 
pointed  out were 
that most people are 
prejudiced 
against  the 
aged, believing they are 
!social 
outcasts."  
"In  fact, rather few 
older people are crazy than 
t earlier







when young, because they 
ave an illness, or because 
e 
drive  them crazy." 
This kind 
of prejudice 
gainst the old 
"corrupts 






 have a lifetime of 
indoctrination





 old, and on 




 Gordon said, 


























 is the 
increased
 
,risk of ill 




 she quoted, 
'pointing 
out  that the 
basic  
needs  of an old, sick 
person 
ire
 not any different
 from 






 pointed out 
that
 of the 
approximately  
.25,000  persons 60 
years
 of 
ige and older 
in Santa 
lira 
County,  37 
percent  
lave no 
means  of tran-
yortation, 41 percent are 
n need of 





problems,  14 
iercent
 are ' functionally 
mpalred"  and risk ending 
ip in a 
nursing  home, and 
5 percent live at poverty 
evel, according to the 











 some of 
hese
 problems





;orclon,  but lack
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 and senior 
citizens not being 
organized 
in their efforts, 
create difficulties. 
Citing lack of 
organization among senior 
citizens as a problem, 






that don't come out 
of their homes. We have no  









special projects supported 
by 
COA,  they have helped
 
to establish the 
Senior  
Power Advocacy Network 
to represent the elderly to 






































the senior citizen's plight. 
She believes the 
elderly 
should  receive a 
cost of living increase
 in 
Social Security benefits, 
expanded 





better control of 
Medicare 
and Medicaid systems, 
improvements in 
health 
care  and improvements 
through











persons  in 
































COA's  is 



















 as an 
alternative
 

















 in San 
Jose and the Palo 
Alto 




are many firms 
and corporations now of-
fering pre
-retirement 
seminars  and workshops 
for those who 
have yet to 
retire.  
"Anyone is very foolish 
in their early 






 she said. 
And it may 
not be too 
soon 
for  some of 







According to research 
done by the Institute of 
Human Development, 
testing people at 
age  20, 
and again at age 60, our 
patterns in youth reflect 




















22,  1979, 
Page 3 
;thew 




 the opening of 
the Health Clinic
 for older 
students
 at SJSU in 
the Old Science 
Building, 
room 136
 are, from left 
to right: standing
 -- Elizabeth 




 Miller, John 
Barr,  Joyce Ward 
and  Mary Ann 
Sullivan.  Sitting -- 
Norine  Kaufer, Alma
 Doty, Barbara 
Moehrlin, Karen 
Girton,

















 to the 
elderly  
at SJSU. A health 
maintenance  clinic for 




one of the only
 Gerontology 
health 


























 veterans will be 
cut off soon as the 
deadline 
for the use of 
educational 




 who enlisted 
in 1969 are now 
looking at 
the 
end of the ten-year 
program granted
 by the 
government as 
time in 
which to use the maximum 






















These students must 
have their 
45 months 
completed by the end of 
this year in order to gain 
the 










































went into effect in January,
 
1978,
 requires veterans to 
deposit a minimum 
allotment 
each  month of 
$50 for a minimum of one 
year
 before the govern-
ment will match every 
dollar saved with two 
dollars of its own. Veterans 
must agree to use that 
money for educational 
purposes 
only.  
If a veteran 
opts for 
work instead of 
school after 
discharge, he is 
not  entitled 






























































































may not be able 
















By Leanne Augusto 
The Last 
Lecture 
Series is back this 
semester. The two lec-
turers scheduled 
for this 
semester are Jack Kurz-
weil of the Electrical 
Engineering Department 
and Ted Hinckley 
of
 the 




sponsored by GROPE ( the 
Student Union Program-
ming Board) and Campus 
Ministry, will be March 28 
and April 3 in the A.S. 
council chambers in the 
Student Union at 12:30 p.m. 











 they would say 
in a lecture if they knew it 
was going to be 
their  last. 
Kurzweil's 
lecture will 
start the series with his 
topic of 
"Proposition  13 and 
the Constitutional 
Con-
vention."  Kurzweil says, 
"If I knew I would
 die on 
March 
28,  that's what I'd 
talk about, Why? I'm
 most 
concerned 
about  those 
issues right 
now,





















































"Is Death the 
Greatest 




 lecture. He 
said 




























out of a 
committee  
brainstorming
 session. He 
said the 
concept
 has been 
done 
elsewhere but
 it was 
new for SJSU. 
Last 
spring  SJSU 
President 
Gail Fullerton 







series had five lectures in 
its first semester
 which 
was fall of 1977, he added. 
GROPE and Campus 
Ministry share the ex-
penses 
for  the 
series.  It 
is 
open to 
















































Wed.,  3/28 
at NOON in SU 
Amphitheatre  -- free 
)7Vigt:h.A.. 
Old Science Building at 
SJSU will be the 
locale of 
the new health 
clinic.
 The 
clinic will help older SJSU 
students
 in preventative 
health care services
 and 
will be available to 
students 
Monday  from 
noon to 2 p.m. and Tuesday  
from 1:30 to 3 
p.m.  
There are
 very few 




 such services for 
the elderly, according to 
Bonny Russell, program 
director at the center. 
"San Diego 
has a 
center for the aging 
and  I 
believe  some of the 
other  
schools 








 for 'Over 60' 























































































































































elderly students are 
currently seen 
at the 
student  health 
services,
 
Miller  said, "We probably 
see five or six a day. We 
don't really 
keep our 
statistics by age." 
One
 of the problems all 
patients seem
 to have is in 
giving 
complete  in 


















taking  care 
of you 
needs  
all the information they 
can to 











 students are 
encouraged 
to drop by 
the  
Gerontology 
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student
 






 34 W. Santa Claro 
San 
Jose,  CA 95 1 1 3 

































At home, at school, in the office, or on the road, the 
high speed X 
L 1 2 electric portable is equipped to out 
perform




Even after years of vacation roughhousing, baggage 
handling 
and  college dormitory duty the X L 1 2 
performs  
with the 
dependable  precision that has 





Its fully equipped 
office  typewriter 
keyboard and special 
typing  features enable you to accomplish
 the most 
difficult 
typing assignments with 
professional
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and society as a whole
 
should take an active part
 
in being responsible 
for 
bringing up the next 
generation, she said. 
Murphy also offered 
suggestions























 rate of 
a ticket 
outlet at 
SJSU,  according 
to Ron 




Barrett is going to visit 
two BASS 
Bay Area 
Seating Service ) ticket 
outlets
 in San Jose and the 
UC-Berkeley outlet and 
will know 
better  after that 






contact with BASS 
asking if 
they would be interested
 in 
installing an outlet in the 
old  Earth Toys location on 





director of marketing for 
BASS, said they are very 
interested in 
putting an 
outlet  in at SJSU. He added 
that they have to look at 










































































, BASS likes to put 




















































branches  of 
Greenpeace  
have  opened 
in 
San














not yet have 
a phone. 






 protesting the 
whale and
 seal hunting. 
The other new San Jose 
branch,




Payne  and 










former  SJSU 
student.
 
"The San Jose area




to inform the public of 
 what's happening with the 
environment and the 
alternatives we have 
available." 
The 
new  Greenpeace 
quarters  are shared with 
 four other en-
vironmentalist groupsthe 













The five groups will 
work
 together 





BASS  would mail










 the outlets 
are 
typically  in retail 
stores.  Zimmerman said, 
outlets have done 




Berkeley is one 
of
 the most 
successful
 outlets for 
BASS, he 
added. 
The ticket offices get a 
percentage of the service 
charge on each ticket sold, 
Zimmerman 
said. In some 
cases they are able to give 




 on campus, 
he added. 
UC-Berkeley's  ticket 




Richard Watson, manager 
of the ASUC box office at 
Berkeley, said that along 
with BASS and also 
Ticketron their office 
handles 
ticketing  for many 
off
-campus  events. 
But, he said, they don't 
handle the ticketing for
 
sports events 
and  events 




Berkeley. They are now in 
the transition of combining 
the Arts and Lectures box 
office with theirs. 
The ASUC 
Berkeley 
box office also collects P.G. 




ushers for different events 
in the area 
and  sells 
discount 
tickets
 to places 
like 
Disneyland  and 
Knott's Berry Farm. 






a month and 
roughly 
10,000  tickets 
a 
month through their box 
office. The box
 office at 
Berkeley 
has been. in 
operation for a little 
more  
than two years,
 he said. 




Ticketron  outlets 











agency  is 
Stanford 
University's  box 
office. 










 events per 
year plus













tags  for tickets 
to
 any 
event  someone 





open to the 
public. 
"The aim
 of our office 








Stanford  box 
office has been in operation 
"for more 
than  10 years, 
three of which they have 




considered by Barrett as a 
possible outlet, handles 







Ticketron  said 
they  
would not be 
interested at 
this time in 
putting an 
outlet
 in at SJSU. 
They  said that 
their 
computer is 
only capable of 




 outlets and is 
at capacity 
right  now. Also 
they said that they 
already 
have a sufficient number of 
outlets
 in the San Jose 
area.
 




all  people 
who exist, 
have
 way too 
many jobs as mother, wife, 
housekeeper,  worker and 
student, to have time to 
think or listen to what 
others say," 
Murphy  said. 
"I am especially tired 
of the 
mommy  getting it 
!the blame I on all sides by 
people, especially women, 
who 
think  it's the 

























it all the 
time. 
"We're supposed to be 
happy getting up at six in 
the 
morning to make 
breakfast for six people 
and get to work by eight? 
It's 
absurd. 
"Nobody can be happy 
looking at fried
 eggs every 
morning."
 
According to Murphy, 
the patriarchal !male 
dominated)
 society has no 
appreciation or un-
derstanding of all the 






with studying techniques 
By Peter G. 
Bliss  








Your  notes are 
illegible, your 
midterm 
grades  are not 
as
 high as 
they 










 what to do. 
You could 
grab
 one of 
the flyers 
that
 are being 
distributed
 this week by the 
reading
 lab. 
According  to Claudia 




on campus, the 
program was 
successful  
last time it was 
offered  but 
only in the 
sense that the 
program's 
participants 
improved in the areas in 
which  they were weak.. 
Where the lab fell short 
was 
in
 the number of 
people it attracted. 
Shockley said this was due 
mainly to the programs 
lack of advertising and the 
general  student 
population's ignorance of 
the courses that were being 
offered. 
The  lab got most of its 
students 
from
 the sciences 
because
 of the problems
 
that they have
 on the highly 
objective exams in that 
discipline.  
Another group that has 
taken advantage of the lab 




 a second 
language.
 
But the lab is still 
plagued with low at-
tendance. 
"Sometimes only one 
student will show up and 
then there have 
been  times 
when we 
have as many as 
five," Shockley said. "It is 
a small number and that's 
why we're 
putting out the 
flyers and advertising in 
ACROSS 
FROM  LOCKHEED' 
ce, 1r4C 














14081  7,34-2055  
Spa rta 
guide.  " 
Shockley explained the 
basic problems
 of note 
taking were when the in-
dividual writes
 down notes, 
it 




 of the 
class lecture.
 She said the 
most 
important  piece 
of 
equipment




is a large loose-
leaf 
notebook. 
In studying for an 
exam this notebook is in-
dispensible. Shockley said 
that the testing or 
examinations should be 
kept in mind 
while taking 
notes. Paper should be 
divided down the middle so 
that a margin is  kept to the 
right of the red line on an 
ordinary piece of 
binder 
paper. This way the 
student can take notes on 
the left of the line and write 
questions concerning those 
notes on the right. 
When exam 
time 
comes, the studying can be 
made more efficient 
by
 
folding the paper in half 
and 
corresponding the 
questions with their ap-
propriate answers. 
The lab





 as an 
efficient 






 is that it 



































 is the 
utilization




The reading lab also 
has 
schedules  to help 
the
 
individual use their time in 
the most
 efficient manner. 
According 
to the schedule, 
the week is 
divided
 into 168 
hours. One -hundred of 
those hours are 
given to 
sleeping, eating. personal 
care,
 religious activities, 
travel time and 
home
 











come to 20 hours




these  or any 
other
 programs the 
reading 
lab is offering, 
interested 
students and 






























New  England Life's college 
internship
 




school,  you can gain up to a 
tears 













 And since a New England Lite 
Intr.m,;hir)
 
involves  only a 





 of time 
left  over. 
' ...if r) it 
you 
duality,
 lust give us a 
call WP may 
ii dt, 
to help you






























women  worked at looms in 





women's work, she said. 
During the cottage 
industry period,  looms 
were set up in a home and 
women and children 
worked together under one 





inventions,  women 
were moved




were  told, 
now your place is no longer 
in the 





in the factory producing 
a 
product, and
 we'll even let 
you take your 
children with 
you." 
After World War I and 
the New Deal,
 people 










"Welfare was a way to 
say to the woman,
 we'll pay 
you to stay 
home,"
 she 
said. "But it's never been 
said to 
women  that staying 
home and raising 
children 
and 
doing  housework was 
valid 
work













are  and 
what
 they're 











 and single 
women 
in a 
way  in which
 we can 
provide 










Murphy said the 
concept of childcare 
originated from the idea of 
parent-sharing, but the 
idea was somehow lost 
while being established 
into society. 
Although groups such 
as the Girl Scouts, Boy 
Scouts 
and the YWCA have 
been patterned to some 
extent after the parent -
sharing idea, the concept of 
raising 
children  as a 
responsibility to be shared 
by everyone in society, has 
never been fully realized. 
Murphy said. 
Some corporations 
have set up childcare 
facilities within their own 
office 







or visit their children 
during lunch hours. 
In some 
parts of the 
country, sick
 child 
programs  have 
been set up 
to 
save
 mothers from 
taking 
time off from work 
to take





 them, but no 
such program


















































































 the parent 
wanted everything
 to be 
perfect. 
Special feelings  
bet-
ween parent and child have 















special  feeling or 
bonding
 between a mother 
and 




In a matriarchal 
society, all the women 
were addressed 
as 
"mother"  regardless 
of
 
whether she was young or 
old, married or unmarried. 
she said, and all women 

















check out someone 
else's  
kid,"
 she said. 
It is easier to relate to 
other children than to one's 
own child, and interaction 
with someone else's child 
can give a better per-
spective on how to interact 
with your 
own  child, 
Murphy believes. But not 
everyone understands this, 
she said. 




























putting some distance and 
space between
 one's own 
child 
at
 times can be 
beneficial to both. 
"It's the quality, 
not  
the quantity of time spent 
with the child that's im-
portant," 
she  said. 
Working mothers often 
find they 
have  to set up 
special times to spend with 
their children, 
and often 
times it's done out of guilt 
because the child always 
says, "but you promised 
me," 
Murphy said. 
This causes a lot of 
anxieties on both mother 
and 
child as the special day 
approaches, 
which can 
turn the event into a "big 







speaks of is 
not the mere 
opposite of male power or a 
structured 
power as 
society has come to un-
derstand it. 
It's neither 
linear  nor logical, she said. 
It's the power
 you can 
see which exists between 
the woman and
 her infant, 
but it's a power which has 
not been harnessed for the 
benefit of women and 
children. Instead, it's been 
used against them, Murphy 
said. 
"We need to reclaim 
the power of motherhood," 
she 
said. "We're all 
mothers because of our 
ability to bear children. 
"Maybe that is 
whp 
this power hasn't been 
recognized in this society 
because it's too 
threatening.  
"But it's the 
vision and 
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Shorts with briefs 
reg.
 $8.00, now $4.95 
This offer only good on 3/22/79 
Athletic Attic 





































By Steve Carp 
Another soccer season 
is approaching and the 
feeling I get is that this is the critical
 year for the 
North American Soccer League. 
Most people seem to have the impression that 
now that 
one  of the major networks ABC this time i 
has taken an interest, it is 
up
 to soccer to establish 
itself
 as one of America's "major" sports. 
I hope the fans aren't
 disillusioned come August 
when they 
see  the soccer ratings weren't 
sky high 
remember who told you!). 
With soccer 
getting obvious second -billing to 
baseball from the network, anybody who is realistic 
can't expect soccer
 to overtake baseball or even 
make a dent in the baseball ratings. 
ABC plans nothing more than token coverage of 
soccer this season, Eight games
 will be shown, 
along with the Soccer 
Bowl.  
If you are an Earthquakes fan, you had better 
do one of two things: Either become a Cosmos fan 
(they're on twice I or travel with the team for all 15 
road games because the Quakes are not scheduled 
this 
year
 on ABC. 
While the Quakes won't appear on national TV, 
they will get  some exposure via a UHF station in 
San Francisco for five games. 
There is another 
reason  why many fans feel 
that soccer has to make it this year.
 The sport is 
coming to a crossroads, the fans say. 
The North 
American Soccer League will have to decide 
whether it will play the same game the rest of the 
world  
does.  
Right now, the NASI, plays with a 35-yard off -
sides line, a 
shootout and quotas for North 
American players. The rest of the world plays with 
a center line that cuts the field in half, standing ties 
if they
 can't be broken and no quotas. 
These are serious items, which raise the 
question: Does the NAS1, need to be different to 
succeed? 
I say, no! 
As any Quake fan will tell you, the shootout, in 
any language, stinks. The fans feel cheated knowing 
the two teams have played 105 minutes and now will 
decide the outcome via a one-on-one confrontation. 
To make a soccer fan have to sit through a 
shootout is insulting their intelligence. It is also 
taking away whatever their money's worth they got 
from 105 minutes of hard-fought action. 
As far as the 35-yard lines are  concerned, its 
intention is to open up the game more and create 
more scoring 
opportunities.  The NASL fails to 
realize that soccer is 
meant  to be a low -scoring 
game and the NASL is 
not  selling soccer when it 
thinks that more scoring 
brings in more fans. 
What brings in more fans are better players and 
more 




 a quota system in the NASL that says 
you must have eight 
North  Americans on your 
roster and 
two on the field at all times. 
This amounts to nothing
 more than tokenism. 
The teams 
have  gotten their North Americans, 
sat 
them
 on the bench and 
brought
 in the foreigners. 
The coaches 
tell the Americans to watch the 
foreign players and learn from
 them so that their 
game will improve. 
Unfortunately, most of the 
Europeans 
and South Americans that
 come over 
are second -and third
-division players or over
-the-
hill first division sUirs. 
There 
have been exceptions. The Quakes
 wound 
up with a gold 
mine  last year in Ian Wood. Wood was 
a second division player 
in England who really 
belonged in the first division. He 
was by far the 
Quakes' 
best
 player on the field and  
he was even 




 to have struck gold 
again  in 
the foreign ranks  
this
 time with two Germans, 
Willi 
Cryns  and Gunter 
Etterich.  
Cryns is very similar to Franz 
Beckenbauer  
with his smooth 
play  as a sweeperback and his 
ability to control the tempo. Etterich 
is a polished 
midfielder and 
he can put the ball in the net, 
something the Quakes didn't do 
much
 last year. 
Regardless of how many foreigners the Quakes 
or any of the other teams 
bring in, the fact remains 
that soccer 
will  not make it big until there are 
"name" American players. 
It's 
important for the youngsters
 who are 
playing soccer 
now  to develop some American 
heroes. Players they can 
identify with. Players who 
speak their 
language. Players 
they  can emulate. 
Our society
 is based on the 
hero  system. We 
worship Dad, 
Neil
 Armstrong, Mickey Mantle 
and 
O.J. Simpson. How 
many of us can relate to 
Al 
Trost, Gary Etherington
 and Dennis Wit? 
The only soccer players
 we know are the ones 
who 
are famous for their off
-the -field exploits. Like 
Kyle Rote Jr. 
We
 don't know how good a 
soccer
 
player he is, but we know 





And what about 
Shep  Messing? Shep is a good 
goalie
 but most people identify
 with Messing for his 
posing in Cosmopolitan. 
The point is this: For
 soccer to make it in 
this 
country, the 
sporting public is going
 to have to 
identify with American 
players  because they're 
soccer 
players,
 not because of something




from the same 
identity crisis 
that hockey does. 
Only in soccer, it's more
 severe. 
Hockey fans don't  have 
to
 relate to Brazilians, 
Yugoslavians 
and Germans. The 
National
 Hockey 
League is comprised 
mostly of Canadians 
and  more 
Americans come into hockey each year.
 
It's 
important that the 
Steve  Ryans, Paul 
Coffees,  Ricky Davises and 
Gary  Etheringtons 
make  it and that the 
NASI,
 teams push the 
promotional  efforts behind these 
young
 Americans. 
I don't think 1979 is a critical year 
for the NASL, 
not yet. But I think the time has come for
 the owners 
and commissioner Phil Woosnam to take a long, 
hard look at what they have and give the American
 
soccer public what it wants  
good  competition and 
a game of soccer
 that is played in the United States 




















By Dan Wood 
One of the biggest
 reasons for SJSU's first half 
championship in the Northern California Baseball 
Association
 is Greg Robles, both literally and 
figuratively. 
The husky first baseman is listed 6-0 and 200 pounds, 
but that may be an injustice. On the field he looks bigger, 
and to opposing pitchers he probably appears monstrous. 
Opposition  hurlers have good reason to fear "Robes." 
He is currently hitting .311 with four home runs and 19 
runs batted
 in. 
The product of San Jose's Pioneer High School and 
San Jose City College is in 
his first year at SJSU. 
Coming into this 
season, Robles looked to be the 
backup first baseman behind the incumbent Ron 
Pimentel. But a wrist injury to Pimentel gave 
Robles a 
shot at the starting lineup, and 
it doesn't look like he's 
about to give it up. 
"When Ronnie
 got hurt," 
Robles  said, "I just
 sort of 
moved in and started 
to do good." 
He certainly 
did. 
He had four hits in five 












By Steve Carp 
They re-enacted a 
human sacrifice ceremony 
yesterday at Municipal 
Stadium. The Portland 
Pilots were the Christians 
while
 SJSU made like the 
starved 
lions. 
The lions, oops, 
Spartans exploded for 13 
hits as they broke a two-
game losing streak and 
clobbered Portland, 13-2. 
It was a joyous oc-
casion for the
 two Spartan 
pitchers, Frank Leonard 
and Mickey Jackson. 
Leonard, making his first 
start of the year, 
went  
seven 
innings,  gave up only 
two hits and struck out 
three in getting his first 
win. 
Jackson, who was a 
member of the Spartan 
basketball team, 
mopped 
up and while he gave up the 
two runs, showed some 
good things, including a 
lively fastball that made 
people think of Houston's 
J.R. Richard. 
But getting back to the 
massacre,
 it was over in 
the first inning as the
 
Spartans  jumped all over 
starter and loser Ken 
Dayley. SJSU 




 as they batted 
around the
 order. Greg 
Robles got the 
big hit, a 
double to drive 
in one. 
Robles was 2-4 and hit the 
ball hard 
every time up. 
Ernie Hayden,
 Chris 
Gallego and Roger Scala 
also had big 
days
 at the 
plate. 
Hayden, who has 
been struggling
 lately, put 
his troubles aside and went 
3-3 and
 also reached on a 
walk after battling 
Pilot  
reliever Steve Watt. 
Gallego was 3-4 and is 
near the .300 
mark.  Scala 
also went 3-4, as he had a 
double and his first home 
run of the year. Scala's 
circuit blast came in the 
fourth with no one on. 
Portland 
coach  Joe 
Etzel stayed
 with Dayley, 
even 
though he was getting 
ripped 
left and right. When 




said "I thought he 
wasn't doing
 as bad as it 
looked. He had good stuff 
and 
if I was going to pull 
him, I would 
have
 done it in 
the first."  
The 
Spartans  got five 





was  spared further 
abuse as Etzel 
finally  came 
to his senses and gave him 




can blame himself for most 
of the problems. Dayley 
walked four and threw five 
wild pitches. That, com-
bined with the Spartans' 
timely hitting, was the 
cause for his downfall. 
In 
the meantime, 
Leonard was having a jolly 
ol' time on 
the hill for 
SJSU. He was never in 
trouble and whenever 
Portland got a 
baserunner,  
it wasn't doing them much 
good. Leonard
 kept 
changing speeds on the 
batters and 
had the visitors 
off stride. 
The Pilots didn't get a 
runner to third until the 
eighth inning. By that time, 




 of his first victory. 
"It was nice to get the 
five runs in the first in-
ning," said 
Leonard. "I 
was able to relax, throw 
with no pressure and 
enjoy  
myself. I felt good and
 I 
know I had good stuff Asked 
why Leonard came out, 
Spartan  coach 
Gene 
Menges 
said,  "We wanted 
to give 
Jackson  some 
work." 
The 6-7 
junior  came in 
and started throwing heat. 
However, Mickey 
seemed  
nervous, obviously since it 
was his first time out and 
he was a 
little  wild. 
With Jackson unable to 
find the plate, Portland 
laid 
off and loaded
 the bases on 
a single 
and two walks. 
Jackson
 got Portland's 
Mark 
Auxier to bounce to 
third,
 but third -sacker 
LeRoy Murray, who had 
replaced Gallego 
threw 
high to Robles at first and 
two runs scored. 
Jackson walked five 
and struck out three in two 








 we sure 
needed  
this one. We've been 
leaving too 
many  men on 
base




the  ball. I 
think  
Portland 
can play better 
than they did today." 
































ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA JR 


































 applies a 
late 


























let  up since. 
"I think of 
myself not 






 as a line drive, 
doubles -type hitter.
 
"I'm more happy 
with a 





with  a home run." 
Even so, he's had 





cluding a pair 


























 out of high 
school
 but 
they didn't give me 
any  offers," 
Robles said. 
"Then  they 
wanted 
me
 after last year 
at
 City, but I said no way.''
 
Because of that, 
the fact 




Clara players and the natural 
rivalry  between SJSU 
and SCU, Robles 




have to wait long for another
 chance. The 
Spartans open the second
 half of NCBA play tomorrow 
night
 at 7:30 against Santa Clara
 at Municipal Stadium. 
Roblos knows SJSU's task is not finished
 yet, and that 
there is a long way 
to
 go yet this season. 
"Half our goal is made," 
Robles said, "winning the 
first half. 
"We think since we won the 
first  half, people will be 
gunning for us. I think we'll
 play better since we won the 
first half, but 
we




 half is going to have the 
momentum." 
Robles' contributions to the 
Spartans  have been many 
at
 the plate this year, but he's 
also turned in some fine 
defense.  
According to Robles, he 
hasn't always been the 




 hit pretty good, over .300 
every  year,  but 
when I 
came
 out of high school, I 
w:isn'r  a very good 
fielder at 
all,"  he said. 
He credits his junior 







 has visions of 
someday
 wearing a big 
league uniform. 
He
 was drafted on the eighth 
round by the Milwaukee 
Brewers  in January of 1977,
 but didn't sign. 
Robles 
was offered the minimum 
by the Brewers. 
"I think if they'd 
have given me a better 
offer, I 
definitely would 
have signed," he said.
 
He has also been 
approached  by representatives from
 
the Montreal Expo 
and Texas Ranger 
organizations,  and 
seems a 
good bet logo pretty high in 
the secondary phase 
of the 
major  league draft at the 
completion of this season.
 
Will Robles be back at 
SJSU  next year for his senior 
campaign?  
"I always 
think about what I'd do if I got drafted this 
year," Robles said. "They say the best year to go is after 
your junior year, because you have nothing to fall back on 
after your senior year. 
"If I had an offer, I'd like to go this year. My dream 




STOCKTON  Dick Fichtner 
has been selected as the 
new Univesity of the 
Pacific
 head basketball coach, acting 
Athletic Director Elkin 
Isaac announced late Friday 
afternoon.
 
Fichtner, who has been the top
 assistant at UOP for 
the last six seasons, 
succeeds  Stan Morrison who resigned 
March 14 
for "personal reasons." 
Morrison
 compiled a 
100-88 record in seven seasons
 at 
Pacific
 with the Tigers 
winning 
the Pacific Coast Athletic Association 
regular 
season title and league




























what  28,310 
















with  a 


























































































Though the National Collegiate Athletic Association 
wrestling finals have been completed, the season has not 
ended for the Spartan 
grapplers
 as far as most of the team 
and  coach T.J. Kerr are 
concerned.  
Kerr has already made up a spring schedule
 which 
runs 
from March to late July. The Spartans 
are preparing 
for 
the Spartan Open - a freestyle tournament
 - Saturday, 
March 24 




wrestlers  from the West Coast as well 
as several 
participants in last 
year's
 Olympic trials will be 
com-
peting. 




expressing  concern as 
the team will have 
lost  nine 
seniors when
 the regular season 
begins in November. 
"We'd like to be a much
 more balanced team 
and not have 
to hinge 
everything  on just a 
few  guys." 
The Spartans,
 though a solid squad 
this
 season, relied 
heavily
 on seniors Robert 
McDowell,  a 150 pounder 
and  
Duane Harris ( 
190) as the two combined
 for 77 wins. Both 
were Pacific Coast 
Athletic  Association 
champions
 the 
last  two years. 
Other 
top seniors who Kerr will no 
longer  be able to 
look
 to next season are 









 won 24 matches between 
them this season; 
and Mike Snipes, who was 
17-16. 
"We 
have to do an 
excellent
 job recruiting," 
Kerr 
said. "If
 we can get some 
kids  from the East 
Side,  we'll 
have a 
chance
 to get some 
people





 of local 
wrestlers
 who already 
have a 
following of 
people in and around
 San Jose will 
definitely  
help attendance, Kerr 
said.  
"About  half the 
kids
 in the state ( 
high  school) tour-
nament
 were from the 




 which has thrived
 under Kerr 
since he 
took
 over in 1972, may 
get even more of a 
boost 
next  season and SJSU 
plans to host eighth
-ranked  Arizona 
State,  Missouri ( 
16th),
 
Michigan  State ( 31st), 
Nebraska
 
and Slippery Rock. 
The 1978-79 season was
 the most successful ever in 
the 
two 
most  important areas - won
-lost
 record and financial 
gain. The Spartans 
were
 17-6 in dual meets and 
placed  
among the 
top five teams in seven of the 
season's nine 
tournaments. Large crowds filled 
Spartan
 Gym, helping 
to produce more 
profit  than any other season since 
Kerr 
has
 been coach. 
The season, 
however,  ended on a somewhat sour 
note 
as SJSU lost the PCAA finals











"It put a little damper on it ( the season)."
 Kerr said. 
"We're kind of over the
 disappointment. 
"Overall, when you take the whole year into 
account,  
it was 




Kerr is worried about the next 
season,
 though, as "a 
rebuilding year would be signing 
our death warrant. You 
lose your following." 
He will look to 1979 PCAA champ 
Eddie  Baza ( 126 ), 
who participated in this 











who  "we 
hope
 to get 
up
 to 134 



















PCAA  titles 
this
 season, will 









Kerr said. "I 
think he can 
be
 a real 
good one." 
The  team will 
probably  be 
weak
 from  "150's








improve at 134 
and  142, also. 
"We'll get more





 hope to have 
10
 assistants next 
year." 
The 
assistants,  who 
work
 on a voluntary
 basis, will 
probably include





will help in 
administrative  areas 
such as 
publicity, 
promotion  and 
recruiting,"  Kerr 
said.  "Duane 
will help quite
 a bit in 
competitive  areas 
and
 Marty will 
definitely  be a 
help.
 Most of the 






 of the spring 
schedule is 
May  9 when the 
Spartan Wrestling


















HAYWARD  Four 









Keith Nakasone, Mike 
Kessler and Mike Vincenti 
placed first in the 
men's  
competition to lead the 
Spartans to the team title 
with 27 
points.  19 more than 




claimed a gold medal at the 
1978 Pan American Games,
 
emerged 
victorious at 132 
pounds last weekend. It 
was his second
 straight  
crown at this tournament; 
he also was the 
national 





















finish in the team 
stan-
dings.  Brodie 
is the 




 for its 19th 
straight






























look to Bobby 
Thompson
 foil ) , Scott 
Knies 
(Sabre), and Peter 
Schrifrin 
)epee) in the 
NCAA












 in their 
respective 














































































Valley  Fair 
Center  











Store  also Open 
Weeknights 
Iii




12 to 5 
Association tournament 
April 5-7. SJSU will host the 
event, which is being 
held 
on the West Coast for the 
first time ever. 
The women have won 
the national championship 




























coach Sharon Chatman 



















































































































































































































































March  24 
9:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. 
Grace  Cathedral, 
California
 





Tickets available at the door 
at 8:30 a.m. 
conceded 
that




















 from the 
floor and 87 
percent  from 
the line. Plus 
we
 were well -
scouted,"











USC  camped on 
the foul line, 
hitting




season,  Chatman 
won't need 
much  charity. 
With her starting 
line-up 
returning 
plus some new 




 for another trip to 
the Regionals. 
"The 
girls are pretty 
excited  about 
next year. 
We have




we'll  be 
playing  in 
some  major 
tournaments
 against some 
of the top




as the girls 
are 







that it can 










second -team honors. 
Mason set a single 
season scoring record of 





game average, also a 
school record. 
Banks' 310 
rebounds set an SJSU 
record while Thompson's 
.526 field goal
 percentage 
got her a spot in the record 
books. 
The team











free throws made ( 288) and 
field goals
 made (960). 
Not bad at all. Yet 
Chatman is out to 






 for a 
shooting 
forward,  a point 
guard to back up Wanda 
and another big girl. I've 
got three
 prospects in 
mind, but I don't want to 
reveal 
them until they've 
officially signed their 
contracts,"
 Chatman said. 
She did 
verify
 that one 
of those three is not 1979 
Central




 of Terra Nova High 
School in Pacifica. 








of guard. We've 
got 
pretty good 




(Meyers)  a 
good









That is an indication 
the  Spartans 
depth  for ti 
1980 season. Most coach 
would jump at the chan 
of landing a 
player with ti  
basketball  skills 
of
 Meyet 
In reflecting on t 
past season, Chatman ss 
that 
she  felt her club hi  
the potential to do 
well,  b 
not 
perform
 with t 
awesomeness it display 
throughout the entire yea 





making it to the region& 
But I never expected 
would do as well as we di 
especailly 
going  u 
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So with the move 
to Independence and 
the vote of 
Editor's note: This is the second of a two-part report 
confidence
 for Azarfar, but still
 a shortage of finances, 
exploring



















 in the PCAA. 
High School next year seemingly 
certain, one of the two 
"Hopefully I'm thinking 









 said, "if we get the facility that is promised 
to
 us." 
appears to be cleared. That is the acquisition of a proper 
Immediate prospects are 
bright, according to 
facility.  
Azarfar. 
The other big hurdle - lack of adequate
 financing for 
the program - looks
 much bigger. It isn't likely to be 
cleared in the near 
future, if ever. 
Uncertainties stemming from Proposition 13 and Title 




 small percentage of the men's athletic budget
 
goes to swimming ( approximately  1.6 percent 
according  
to statistics compiled by Frank Fantozzi,
 the athletic 
department's bookkeeper). 
The total amount of money allocated to swimming 
works out to an 
average
 of about $1,040 a year per 
swimmer. This is the third -lowest average dollars spent 
per athlete of the 13 varsity men's 
sports.  
"It is fair to say that the swimming program is un-
derfunded," Assistant Athletic 
Director Jon Crosby said. 
"The 
operation of the program is on a shoestring
 budget. 
"We would hope to be 
able
 to alleviate the swimming 
team's financial 
problems, but we're feeling 
the squeeze 
as much or 
more than anybody. Now
 is not the time to 
make 
wild promises that
 we couldn't 
keep."
 
The  lack of financial 






"I don't have any
 kids even on partial ( scholarship)
 
rides,"
 Azarfar said. "The most I can
 give them is books 
and tuition." 
The new 
pool at Independence 
should
 help matters, 
though. 
''Independence is going 







It is hard enough 
to entice swimmers away from
 
places like Santa 
Barbara  and Pepperdine, and
 their 
lovely beaches,
 as it is. Without  a nice 





 when any 
team
 finishes in 
last  place, in 
anything, the 
security  of the 
coach's




In this instance, such is 
evidently  not the case. The 
SJSU Athletic 
Department  is apparently 
very




 pleased with the way he 
is operating the 
program," Crosby said. 
"His 
pay  from us is minimal, and he has a 
full-time
 
job on the 
side.  Without him, you'd 
have
 to seriously doubt 
whether we 
could operate the program.
 He's just a 
dedicated little 
guy,
 and that's what you have 





 were very close to getting 
people  to the 
finals. Next year our 
divers
 should win the PCAA 
championship. 




At the meet two weekends
 ago in Long Beach, SJSU 
finished with 93 points. That is a long way from first place 
UC-Santa Barbara's 472. 
Azarfar is very determined to make SJSU a cham-
pion, and keep it one. 
"I want to build a 
program," he said. "I'm not looking 
for a short-term championship. If you build the bases of 
the program strong enough, it will last forever." 
Crosby also thinks the program is not that far away. 
"I think with the move to Independence, and some 
financial impetus, San Jose State can compete 
effectively  
in the PCAA," Crosby said. 
But Crosby isn't setting his site on any certain date. 
"I don't believe
 in timetables," he said. "They can be 
misconstrued as ultimatums."
 
Time is important, Azarfar cautions. 
"Look at the
 other teams in the league," he said. 
"Santa Barbara has worked at it for the last six or eight 
years, and their dream 




"To have a legitimate chance to win the PCAA meet, 
we need the facilities first of all. Secondly, we need time," 
Azarfar said. 




















the  Men's 
Poo' 
building




















A search process and a screening committee 
have  been established
 for
 a new SJSU 
basketball coach. 
Over 600 major 
universities  have been contacted about the opening created when 
Ivan Guevara was fired two weeks ago. 
Men's Athletic Director Bob Murphy
 will be chairman of the pre-screening com-
mittee, who will review the applicants. 
Members of the committee include Associate
 AD Jon Crosby, Women's AD Joyce 
Malone, Athletic Board Chairman Dr. Lucius Eastman, Human Performance Chairman 
Mary Bowman, Wrestling coach T.J. Kerr, Athletic Faculty' 
Representative  Dr,  Richard 
Post, A.S. Council member Scott Hodgins, Student










bowling team will be in 
Fresno this weekend for 
the National Bowling 



































 will not 














































had  not 
completed  an 
academic









"Carey was essentially 
not in school when he 

































decision, but I think it's a 
fair one. They can't make 
an exception for us 
just 
because we're the number 
one 
team."  
So it will be up to the 










































Spartans are led 
by Sandi 
Wootton  and 
Barb  
Walker,  who 
carry 





Kari Holland and 
Sandy Johnson are at 179, 
while Liz Sylvia
 and Lori 
Shelton roll at 


































peting  in the sectionals at 
Fresno will be UCLA, UC-
Davis, Fresno State and 




winner  at Fresno 




 the national 
junior college 
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roll 
of print
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film 
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 Association member 
Gary Olimpia. 
Also named to the 
committee  were Spartan 
Foundation
 member Armen Hanzad.
 
Spartan
 Rebounders President Ted 
Montemurro,  former Spartan basketball
 player 
Tracy Haynes and 
present




 committee will meet for
 formal pre-screening between
 April 13 
(closing
 date for applicants) and
 April 17. The committee 




 who will bring the names
 before the Athletic Board
 for their recom-
mendations for three finalists to SJSU 
President  Gail Fullerton. 
Fullerton will
 make the appointment 
for  the job. The 
appointment
 will probably take 
place around April 20. 
According to the job 
announcement put out 
by the personnel office,
 the head 
coaching job pays between 
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 we have a 






















































asked  these 
four 
prominent
 San Jose 
women
 to respond to 
how  
they
 felt the absence of an 
equal rights amendment 










SJSU President Gail 
Fullerton is 
somewhat  of 
an 
archetype
 at San Jose 
State. After 
coming here as 




woman at SJSU to become 
academic dean, executive 
vice president and 
president. 
How does a woman 


















off to loin the post
-World 
War II occupation
 forces as 
did the 
boys  who graduated 
when I did. 
"I think it will benefit 
men as well 
as
 women. It 
will be a positive thing for 
everybody." 
Joyce 





one of the toughest beats in 
Santa Clara County  
downtown San Jose. 
But 10 years ago 
she 
found the only job available 




















 been a 
greater























 or 22 


















management.  I 
might  have 
been  in a higher




"I have total 
equality  
here 













































Closed  on 
Monday
 
131 E. JACKSON ST 





















Fri. and Sat. 
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SOLOS 
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172 West Santa Clara 
St 































CLASSIC EAST INDIAN CUISINE
 
Spirinlizing
 in - 
Fine Vegetarian
 P.
 Meat Diehes - 
For Her or 
1,5.
 
Hotn  10% off 







 30  2:00 
Dinner 5 30 - 8 00 
Dinner Fri & 
Sot  6 00 - 9 00 
(toted
 Sun & Mort. 















































































 . . . 
mixed fruit . . . cantaloupe
 . . straw 
berry 
 banana . . . 
blueberrycreom
 
cheese . . . 
peach . . . 
chocolate
 . . 
oanrlla . . . 
banana
 . . . 
blueberry
 . . 
pineapple
 . . raspberry
 . . . blueberry
 
cantaloupe 














































Hoo  Doo 
Rhythm  
Devils  























































"Now the Fourth 













STUDENT UNION AMPHITHEATER 
Thurs., 
March  22 
through
 





















































Hayes  is 
e first
 woman 






political  career 
eludes
 three years 
on the 
in Jose City Council and 







































































women  in 




























 Van Dyke 
Maryanne 













































member of the Student 









some type of 
discrimination did happen, 
there would be that con-
stitutional
 guarantee. 
When something is un-
constitutional, people tend 
to agree that something is 
unfair." 
In her own experience, 
"there's not one physical 
case 
that  you can point to 








 have come 
up to me this past year and 
asked 'Do you think you
 
can do your job considering 
that 




















mad  as 


















"If there were 




can  assure you 
that
 the ERA would pass."
 
eel)
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1362 S. Winchester 
San 



































Tickets at BASS 




































 1 Wok. 
76 LEIGH 









 Jordan took an 
axe  
Then chopped firewood 
And made ten stacks 
When she saw 
What she 
had done 
She tied them in  
bundles 
One by one 
Red 






To work for a 
buck  
Lizzie was willing  
She sold the lot
 























Tower  Saloon 
163 
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 BODY CARD 
AND 




























































spins  and 
scratches 












It's 10 p.m. and 
one's 
stereo







































































































of Dr. Don Rose.
 
Add a touch






















Fridays  on 
KOME.
 
His style is far




record, be back 
after  this 
commercial"
 disc jockey. 
By virtue  of his 
use of 
"multi
-media  sets" and 
"wreck -a -record," 
along 










Origanally  a drama 
major, he 










years  in college 
radio at 
Chabot 





**Erectus"  landed 
a job 
with KOME
 in November 
of 




















until  he was of-
fered 
more airtime







of his shows, 
an
 AM or 
disco hit 






 the record up 
to 78 
rpm 























Barbra Streisand's -You 






 My Life" 
and the 
















 than I 
am... ' 
was playing











































 being a 
disc jockey is 
what I've 




 wasn't until January
 
of this year that 





short  period 







crazy  he is. 
His most 
classic stunt 
is what he 
calls "wreck -a -
record." 
During  the course 
shouted, 
"Get












his  more in-
novative
 ideas is 






















 or "The 
Three 





cut from The 
Tubes, 
AC -DC or 
Cheap  
Trick  
















at SFSU, the 
disc jockey 
said. 






































































































































ready  for 
a show. 
I 
finish at one 
o'clock and 
stay  at 
















 hour.  
It












 he puts 
a lot of 
work into 
his  show." 
"Erectus," 

















 of the 
request. 
Yet, as 
original  as his 
style 
is, he does not 
want  to 
burn himself






 I try to do 
something 
different.  Like 
this 'wreck -a -record,' 
it's
 a 




















starting to burn 
me out." 
While the "wreck -a -
record" may be burning 
him out, "Erectus" just 
laughs at the people who 
burn up at his 
humor.  
"If 
anybody  takes 
anything I say literally, 
they're dumber than lam. 
"I think the context of 
the whole thing is that 
there is 
no consistency to 
the character of Dennis 
Erectus. One night I'll 
come and be very 
dominant, the next time I'll 
be very submissive. If 
somebody can't see that 
it's all a put-on,
 then it's 
their  problem." 
"Erectus"
 is as FM -
oriented as his two favorite 
bands, The
 Kinks and The 
Tubes. For that reason, he 
does not ever see himself 
switching over to the AM 
airwaves. 
"They
 (AM radio 
stations) would never 
let 
me do this in a million 
years. They'd be afraid of 





fellatio on the air if I feel 
like it and they'd never let 
me do that over there." 
"Erectus" 
has  made 
some 
"pretty  seedy 
propositions" 
on the air 
and has
 received 










whip  them." 
The closest "Erectus" 








 energy  
questioned 
in 
'The China Syndrome' 
By Don McCarth 
and Lee 
Sherman 
Theoretically, if a 
nuclear power plant were 
ever to undergo 
a melt-
down, the
 reactor core 
Movie 
review  
would burn through the 
earth





 a film whose 





indictment  of 
the 
nuclear  power industry
 
in this country today.. 
It has been said many 
nuclear power plants are in 
essence  "accidents waiting 
to 




 on just 
such fears many 
Americans have about the 
safety of nuclear power 
plants.
 
The film opens with TV 
reporter
 Kimberly Wells 
( Jane Fonda) doing a 
feature on nuclear energy 
at the fictional Ventana 
nuclear
 facility near 1.os 
Angeles.  
With Wells is freelance 
cameraman Richard 
Adams 'Michael Douglas ) 
who jars her 
with his 







malfunction creates an 
earthquake
 -like vibration 
throughout





mon ) mistakenly thinks the 
water level for the reactor 
cooling system is too high. 
Godell 
dumps water and 
then realizes 
his guages 
weren't working and 





technicians manage to 
raise the water
 level with 
backup 
systems.  The tense 
men 
explode in 

































 boss, TV station 
owner Don 
Jacovich
 ( Peter 
Donat ) refuses to run the 
story fearing  
a lawsuit 
because 




 steals the film 
and gets alarming opinion 
on what it 
means from two 
nuclear experts. 
"I'd say you're 
lucky  to 
be alive," says one. "For
 
that 
matter,  I think the 
same thing 







pushing Jacovich to let 
her 
do -hard news" rather 
than the ratings rich "soft 
features"
 she is popular 
for. 
Control room super-
visor Godell is perplexed 




into the turbine mishap. 
A contained radiation 
leak compels him to probe 
and  discover the records of 
the welds to the turbine 
supports
 were falsified. 
Godell threatens to go 
to the NRC, 
but he is 
caught between his sincere 
belief that nuclear power is 
the answer to 
energy needs 
I he constantly stresses 
"the system works" ) and 
his realization that the 





Adams, "the system 
works.
 That's not the 
problem." 
"Then 
what  is the 
problem?"
 Adams grills. 
"I 
love




But from then on the 
movie is an odyssey of 





 industry's equal 
determination
 to shut him 
up.  Wells' 
brilliant  clutch 
news 
reporting
 and an 
incisive 




















and the tools of 




















Douglas'  role as the 
quick 
courage and honor. 
Lernmon gives one of 
his most important per-
formances, equaling his 
work in "Save the Tiger," 
"The Apartment," and 
"Days  of Wine and Roses." 
Donat is 
crisp  as the 
elegant, but commonplace 
executive,
 laced with a 
"The China Syndrome"
 is 
a powerful indictment of 
the 





acts as a 
catalyst for the important 
character progression of 
Wells, though his 
role  tends 






 Award for 
her performance
 in 
"Coming Home," Fonda's 
portrayal as the young 
upcoming television
 
reporter with serious 
career aspirations is 
believable without being 
stereotypical. Her
 acting 
during the last five 
minutes
 





nomination for next year.
 
It 
is a highlight of her 
career. 
The film
 is punctuated 
by individual acts of 
heroism, the most 
memorable coming from 
Godell. It is Godell who 
faces the most crucial 
moral choices. He realizes 
and accepts his social 
responsibility and comes 
through
 as a man of 
subtle male 
chauvinism. 
For the American Con-
servatory Theater
 veteran, 
it is not one of his best 
performances, yet should 
be

































vades  the 
film,  and 
Wilford  









































 of the 
sometimes  















































































Parts of the film's 
climax may be too 
dramatic, but the fact that 
even these parts reflect 
possibility give the film 






raises  serious 














THUR - FRI 

























are going to have to be 
answered in the coming 
decade. 
This
 is a film 
everyone should feel 
compelled to see because it 
affects us all directly. As 
well as being
 an en-
tertainment,  it is an 
educational experience. As 



















































 the cre 
of 
the  wave 
of h 
popularity.
 It's not 
knov 
how long 


















avoid  e 
barrassrnent."  
Such is the " se 

















































































Let Your Future Find 
You!  
at the Bay Area CAREER ADVANCEMENT 
CONFERENCE 























Find  the lob that
 s 
Out-of-tov.
   
right 
for 








































































































































































,leasant  High 
School in 
an Jose. 
"It's truly the 
people's  





Iorked  long and hard 
for 
as park,
 something the 
ast Side can be proud of." 
In 1975, Farmer was 
ected 
chairwoman  of 
outh for
 Lake Cun-
ingham Park" an 
official  
manatee of 
the East Side 
nion High School District.
 
Many years
 of letter 
riting campaigns 
'flowed. 




















"Waiting  was the hard  
art," 
Farmer,
 21, said. 
eeping  the 
community  
terested
 and hopeful 
hile 



















was born nine 
ars 
ago  when 
Velma 
illion, a 






































Park a reality. 
Farmer first became 
interested when Million 
approached
 Mt. Pleasant 
High School and other East 
Side high 
schools  for youth 
support for the project. 
Farmer said she was 
concerned 
that the East 
Side didn't have a park 
where people could go to 
jog, ride bicycles 
and 
picnic. 
"It's essential that the 
people living 
on the East 
Side have something to 
enjoy in years to come," 
she said. 
Farmer said that at 
first the East Valley 
Regional Park Committee 
met a lot of resistance from 




pet project," Farmer said. 
Al Garza was the first 
council member
 to really 
support  the Lake Cun-
ningham 
Park project, she 
said. 
Councilman Garza is 
currently the only city 
council member
 living on 
San 




relate to the 
need for a 
recreational facility
 on the 
East Side," Farmer said. 
"Everyone 
was  so 
negative and uncertain the 
park 
project  was feasible 
until the land studies were 
done. 
"The East 
Side  never 
had a project that people 
worked so hard for and 
kept at so long," she said. 
"Velma 
Million
 was so 
persistent. She makes you 
very  enthusiastic and is 
very positive about young 
people." 
Million, the "Lady of 
the Lake" as she is 
af-
fectionately known, 
praised the youth 
of East 
San Jose for their 
work
 for 





organized  a multi-
million dollar 
park,"  she 
said.  "So many young 
people 
were  involved. They 
should be very proud of it 
i the park) and lift their 
heads high." 
Million  also 





involved  in 
the 
project  saying 





































































the Santa Clara Valley 
Water District, the State of 
California Department of 
Parks and 
Recreation,  U.S. 
Department  of the Interior 






million  more 
is 







Hayes  called 
the  park 
"our 




to make the 
park a reality." 
She
 said there 
are very 
few 
large  vacant 
parcels
 of 





 and the park 
was an example
 of working 
for the future 
rather than 
just for today. 
"We've  
come







































bicycle  trails, 
boat  
launching












 funds has been com-
mitted to 
the  project 
with  
grants from 






Park)  and 
there
 
is a lot more 
work to be 
done," 


















KSJS station maiiager 
rian Prows 





' Prows said 
that KSJS 
as like a "sinking ship" 
hich was trying to be held 
i by the administration. 






















   
In an editorial, the 
artan Daily blasted a 
1 an of the chancellor's 
fice that a file be kept on 
11 of the outside 
ofessional activities of 
of essors in order to 
event moonlighting. 
"It's no one's business 
hat the hell an instructor 
s outside the university 
professonal
 or otherwise - 
s long as it 
doesn't
 effect 
s performance as 
an 










































 the answer." 
8 




























16 years ago today: 
It was found there
 were 
no SJSU students
 or faculty 
injured or killed in an 
explosion
 which ripped 
through a downtown Thrift 
Drug and 







and  71 
injured in the 
blast,  which 
occurred 
when a Penny's 
maintenance 
man ap-
parently  forgot 
about  a 
boiler  vent he had opened 
earlier




had been arrested for 





 when they 
appeared in court. 
















































12 Week Seriek 
Tiny 
Tots  - Age 
31/2  to 6 
TUES., 
MAR. 27 
WED.,  MAR. 28
 
SAT., MAR. 31 
12 Week Seriek 
Children - 
Age 6 to 12 
WED., 
MAR.  28 
SAT., MAR. 31 
h Week
 Sem, 







































































Cunningham Park in 
















































 that besides 
providing 








man-made lake,  
will help control flood 





heavy  rains 
often  cause 
the
 






Cunningham and White 
roads. 
"The park plan won't 
totally eliminate the 
danger of flooding, but
 it 
will reduce the number
 of 
homes threatened by 




in the area are in the 









































always  be 
interested










said. "Every time I drive 
by the park site it makes 
me happy to see mounds of 











CONTINENTAL AUTO PARTS 
516 So. 2nd Street 
San 






















A series of 
films that 
























artistic essay on 
the state of 
contemporary  erotic 
art Featuring 
THE CLUB 
A hilanous work depicting 
gigantic animated
 phalluses 
who exercise on gymnastic 
equipment at the "club." all the 
while puffing on 
pipes  and 
hiccoughing
 into spittoons. 
TAKE 
OFF  





routine  until the
 
filmically fantastic trick ending 











by women's groups 
NORIEN TEN 
A him that is perhaps 
better  
titled THE COSMIC ORGASM 
Extremely bold and explicitly 




 is one of the 






6, 8 & 10 p.m. 
HOLDING 
A sensitive, 














perfect ohm of 
the notorious 
hard core 
CarrO0I1ol  the 
1920's








of the New 
Orleans 
sporting  houses 
The 
animation  is 
incredible,
 thought 































notorious  DEVIL 
AND 










 OLD MAN 
That 








that  features some
 luscious 
porn stars who 
fulfill
 all of the 
Ca year old 
filmmaker's  wildest 
fantasies  
CARIBBEAN





































































Want to win a contest and eat 
a 





blood drive being held at 
SJSU
 
March  28, 
29 and 
30
 at the 
Stodent Union Ballroom from 9 
a.m.  to 3 p.m., sponsored by the 
American Red Cross. 
Pat 




spokesman  for the 
drive,  has 
challenged  several 
campus  dorms to 
donate
 pints of 
blood in a contest to 
see which 
dorm donates the most. 




 to it," he said. 
A trophy to the dorm that 




 of the Air Force 
ROTC on campus, which is also 
volunteering the 






















to help students. 
"We're looking 
for  all blood 
types,"




better  off 
the Blood 
Bank  is." 
Last 
year 
there  was 
a 
shortage  of 
students 
for  the 
blood
 
drive. Only 300 
of
 the 500 students
 
hoped  for 
turned


















 of the students 
attending 
SJSU to donate,
 they would 
be 






pointed out, saying 
one person injured
 in a car crash 
may go through 100 
to 200 pints of 
blood. "That's almost half a days 
work 




traffic accidents alone,  occurring 
as frequently as they do, create 






Heck said. Students 
are  








student  lie 
down  on a 
cot  and 
draws
 the 











and  cookies 
are served.
 
Students  are 
told































Acting is a "high" 
for 
former SJSU student David 
Everett Honea. It keeps 

















































The character he 
portrays is that of a 
gang 
member named Toker. 
"Hosea,- written by R. 
Jeffery Patnaude, takes a 
situation from the Bible 
and tosses it into the '50s 
era, according to Honea. 
The play 
illustrates  
how people follow 
charismatic leaders. 
You 









The  Italian American 
Heritage Foundation is 
sponsoring
 an Italian 
American essay contest. 
Topic of the essay is "The 
Contributions  of Italian

























































































essays must not be 
less 
than  1,000 words in 
length or more than 1,500 








 to the 
committee 
for the contest 
there is a $5,000 
prize  fund 
for the contest. The essays 
will be judged in two 
categories, 
one for students 
attending high 









Dealine for entries is 
April
 15 and winners will be 
notified 
by May 15. 
Previously 
published  
entries will not be ac-
cepted.  
Mail essays






















try level professional 
engineering
 position with East Bay 
Municipal
 Utility District We are the West's second largest 
water and waste 








which do not equine work rxperience 







 structures de 
sign, water resources planning.












Varied professional assignments in connection
 with the in 
terception, 
treatment  and disposal of waste water or the 
collection, storage, treatment, quality and distribution of 
water Possible vacancies in our modern 
waste water 
plant 
(located in Oakland) where an $80 million expansion has 
made 
it the largest high purity oxygen activated sludge 
plant in 
California 
In addition to local career employment with no travel or 
in
 
location  requirements,  we offer an opportunity to 
work in 
close association with over 50 registered California engin 
ears,
 
qualifying  experience for registration, opportunities 




BY APRIL 17. 1979 
Arthur Wong, Personnel 
Analyst  
Fast Bay Municipal
 Utility District 
tali:AV/I/Wu
 






































































































has  such 
credits 






















a wide spectrum 




desire  to 














when I was 
4-years -old," 
Honea recalled. "I 
knew 


















energy  on 
the spot."
 
Honea's worst fear is 
































to be a good 
communicator, 
tenacity  
and  talent is needed. They 
will insure 









"We've all put in our 
hours. It's not too much to 
ask for someone else to be 
there when they're sup-




Dear Question Corner: 
I 
would like to know 
why the elevator in 
Dudley 
Moorhead 
Hall is kept 
under lock
 and key. 
I was shocked to find 
this out, when a few days 
ago, having a sore knee, I 
found that I was forced to 
make a 
painful  climb up 
the stairs to my third floor 
class in that 
building.  
The next day 
I did 
some phoning and found 
that it would be necessary 
for me to go to the doctor 
and get a note and 
then to 
take it to Disabled Services 
and fill out a form
 in order 
to 




 must I 
climb the 
stairs in pain 
or 
stay 














































































































































Letters  for "Quest: 
Corner" 
should be 
dressed to: "Questi 
Corner," Spartan Dal 
San Jose
 State Universi 
San Jose 95192.
 
Persons may also di 















































































6 WEEK DELIVERY 















































































































































To register for Field 
dies in Natural History 
Death Valley, April 8 
pugh 14, bring 
$49 for 
ion and $23 for food to 




   
The SJSU Folkdance 
welcomes everyone 
aching from 7:30 until 
m. and for open dance 














   
Black  Student Union 
will meet today at 2 p.m. in 
the S.U. Guadalupe Room. 
















For  and Taking 
Exams ( 2 
p.m.) 
will  be 
held 



























from  10 
a.m. 






This  is 
an op-
portunity
 for all 















Placement will hold a fac-
ulty -student -staff 
Bible dis-
cussion from 
noon  until 1 
p.m. 
today and every 
Thursday  in the 
S.U.  
Pacheco Room. Call Linda 
Alverez, 277-2338, for more 
information. 
   
Campus Crusade for 
Christ will present the film 
"Secret of Loving" tonight 
at 9 in Moulder Hall. 
There will be lectures 
on research methodology 
in art at 11:30 a.m.
 and in 
Chicano 
Studies  at 1:30 
p.m. today in the little staff 
room, Library 
Central,  
room 306. Sign-up sheets 
are located 
at the General 















topic  of 
discussion
 







 from 3:30 
until4 : 30 
p.m.  
Career 
Planning  and 
Placement will hold "New 
Careers in Health Care: 
Holistic Health" at 3:30 
p.m. today in 
the S.U. 
Costanoan
 Room. A series 
of speakers will discuss 
new and 
evolving  careers 
related
 to holistic health. 
All students are 
en-




   
Shotokan Karate Club 
will hold a 
workout
 from 4 
until 5:30 p.m. today in 
Men's  P.E., room 201. Call 
Dr. Mark Sneller, 
277-3004,  
for 





















5638, for more information.
 



























 on state 
of










 22, 1979, 
Page  13 
Akbayan  Filipino Club 
will meet 











































































quipment and records will spin 
he disks at your small party 
yhr. 






40 experience. High Pay! See 
urope. Hawaii, 





 85 for Info to 
SEAWORLD,  
ox 61035.
 Sacto., CA 95860. 
RA Club meeting Tues. 7:30 
m 















 798 4509. 






 flattering as well
 as 
live




These  are YOUR 
plicate 
fashion
 building blocks 
nat you can
 use and adapt for 
ne rest of your life. I give you 
bout
 70 colors out 







y amt. only. References. 
intim; scale of 
fees. Inquire 
etails colors
 Carol Lynne 
owman. M.A.. 347 2504.
 530 
00
 p.m most eves.
 Ilam lpm 
aturdays.  Also,
 Dress for 
Success for
 the Business 
minded. You 
























 SJSU Gay 
Student
 Union 
meets  most 
IT mos 




























people  and 
learning
 
about the gay 
community  Be all 
you can be 
attend.
 For our 
Imeeting schedule or 
just more 






:available for Sunday July 
229:00 











Drinks Margarets, 126 E San 
Salvador, 10 3 
E 
PRICES "Sew up" tires and 
Cinelli clothing on sale 
through 
March 1 Other specials 
Shaw's 
Lightweight  Cycles. 131 
E William St (near SJSU 295 
5824
 
L THE MAN who witnessed th 
armed robbry at 
the 711 at 6th 
and San Salvador sts on Feb 
25th please 
call the following 
numbers 243 5763 
or 735 2531 
SJSU Sailing
 Club is having a 
uest speaker
 at the next club 
meeting Captain Ben Choate 
will present a slide show and 
discussion on the capsizing and 






 a crewman 
and
 radio operator on the 111 
fated
 
trip in the 
North Pacific 
The meeting will be held 
Thursday.
 March 
22 at 7 p 
m , at 
Guido's Pizza, 1372 Bascom Ave 
Everyone weicomei! For more 
info call 
Jeff at 293 5459 
Sierra Club Explore the 
Andes and the 
Amazon 
Discover Peru Slide preset, 







in the S U Guadalupe Room
 





 The Afro American 
Studies Department  has a Peer 
Counseling  Center Our 
purpOse
 
is to aid 













 you would 
be willing 
to support the 
Black  
Peer 
Counseling Center in some 
way 
We're located at 301 S 
Filth St (Bldg 





 is 177 2721 
The 
Peer  Counseling Office 
hours are MWF. 10 30 to 11 30 





for  auto garage to 
rent 










 baseball cards and 
plastic 
baseball statues Call 264 
5530 





envelope  to 




 CARDS WANTED. 
Quick Cash. 
Dr Lapin. Bus 
Tower 763, or 
call 8370191. 










WANTED TO BUY. Baseball cards. 







 Post. Lea. Top 
Prices paid Call Peter Field. 
6194939
 
SKIERS UNITE! Ski Park City. Alta 





and nights. April 713. Only S181). 
Includes transportation, 
lodging, lilts 
and parties. Alta 
and Snowbird included. Sign up 
at table in Art Quad area and at 
meeting on Thursday. March 1 
in 
Engineering  132 at 730 p.m. 
Ski Heavenly and Kirkwood 
March 3 1100 325/members and 
1.32/non members. Discover the 
Ski Club sd ski the best 
powder
 





Jose State University 
will  
receive sealed bids 
in the 
Property Office, Admin. Bldg., 
Room 9109, until 2 p.m. on 
March 26, 
1979, for the sale of 
two 
metal  buildings 
presently  
located on the campus. Each 
building is 10' wide, 10' high and 
118'
 long,  sloped roof metal
 
panels bolted every 7% 
with a 
plywood
 floor. Bid forms and 
information must be requested 
from the Property Office,
 277 
2969 The university 
reserves  the 
right
 to reject 
any or 




Neva  Hatchback. 
AM/FM 
stereo
 cassette, new 
steel belted radial tires, 6-cyl., 3 
spit,





 bike. S60. '69 Olds Delta 4 










'64 KARMANN Ghia for sale by 
original owner. 36.000 mi., 
$1,100 Call 578 0732 daytime 
'68 OLDS Convertible 
Delmont
 N. 
Runs well,  
needs  body work. 
S650. Call Dave at 737 9794 
'711 TOYOTA
 Corolla SR 5 liftback. 5 
spd






mats Excellent Condition. Must 
see
 to appreciate. 54.500 Call 
196 7959 
after 1'30 p.m. 
'78 KAWASAKI
 K1650 custom. 
Kerker  header, custom seat. 
paint. Many extras! Exc cond 
Call 374 6021 or 246 6568 
'63 VW 
BUG  Runs good. 









 175 Call 













































hame and we'll 
set up a time 
convenient










































5175  Call 
238  6276 
'77 YAMAHA Enduro






 after 1 
P.m 
STEREO for sale 
also  records and 
tapes nd.
 to sell fast 
Best
 








in birch 30303'. Supports 
larpe,
 heavy 
scupltures  Fine 
detailing  5270. 
Other  sizes 
available  Santa 
Clara Artists 
Foundry






'78 KZ 650 
custom. Exc.
 cony 
Kerber  header, 
custom  seat. 
Paint.
 








 Yamaha DTI 250, 
set 
up
 for oft 
road






MAZDA R X2. 
Exc.
 cond 
S1,100/B.D. Call Ed, 
925-6971
 




Loveseat Amber Velvet. 
Like new. Elegance
 inex 
pensively.  5150. Call 227 3368 
Evenings 
10 SPEED bike, 23", $50, 
car  
bikwack. 
510,  fl,'W TV w/stand, 
S20; pellet pistol 570, and aqua 











units?  If 
writing  is 















 You can 
receive  one 
to three 
units  through
















flexible enough to try 
a new 
style




 3255 or 787 2532
 
for  more 
information.  
PART TIME. 






















































paying. $800 52,000 


























































 film No pay but
 in 









 and see 
the results















 Misc easy work 
near 
SJSU (you 







typing  and office 
work
 part time near campus, 
same pay 
Call Don,  99110169, $ 
to 6 









salary  Call 767 
6071 
JOBS ON SHIPS! 
American. 
foreign. No experience required 
Excellent pay Worldwide 
travel 
Summer  job or career. 
Send 13 for into. to SEAFAX. 
Dept D 
7. 
Box 2009, Port 
Angelo's, 
WA 98362 
MISCELLANEOUS easy work near 
SJSU I you can study while you 











pay Call Don, 
99110149.
 5 tO6 p.m. only 
- - - - 
WAREHOUSEMAN  Driver S100  
per hr. work 1pm to 








schedule. Good driving record 
required.







NEED a Female 
English Tutor for. 
female
 student Near Almaden 
and Emporium store. Call 279 
7024.









 Salary negotiable. 
Call 286 4120 
for interview. 
HOUSE OF GENGI. 
FEMA. E aide for 
handicapped
 




















Ask for Mr. 
Montosa
 
MORE HELP WANTED! ft 
NAT iONAL Jewelry Company 
needs part or full time area 
sales 
managers











after  4p.m. 
COMPANIONS 
SLEEP IN OR OUT 
Assist the 




 Own hours. 




 SERVER. Highest 
payling in Santa 
Clara Co You 
must be a citizen. over 18. and 
have reliable transportation 
Work is not dangerous, but 
not 
for the faint hearted. Apply
 at 







 A FREE look 
at the Business 
World! We 
are  looking for in 






 prepare you for a 
rewarding summer
 in sales. 
Call  
Kevin E. 
Sullivan,  marketing 
director, at 20,1991 for an 
DP 











 The Office of in 
formation Systems and Com 
outer  Services at SJSU 
is 
seeking currently
 enrolled SJSU 
students 
for computer 











COBOL or FORTRAN, 
or both. Experience in the local 
batch (i.e.. the CDC 






products  with minimal super 
vision and timely completion of 
the assignedprojects  in a 
professional
 manner. complete 
the job requirement







 and the 
opportunity






 for the 
required 
interface  with 
your 
supervisor,  you are 
not  required 
to come to the 
office. For further 
information, call Dean Hail
 at 
277 3280. or send your ap 
plication as soon as possible to 
Engineering 144, the Office of 
Information Systems and 
Computer Services, San Jose 





















Two Houses across it. from 
campus, 




everything furnished.  
$30 per 
wk. 
share.  S50 wk. single, 122 N. 
fith 
st.  279-9504. 
SAN JOSE 
RESIDENCE CLUB 










 532 per wk. 
share, 055 single 202 S.
 
11th St. 
call first 293 7374. 
FREE 
room





 for older 
Professional  
man. 
Active  and Involved in 
Business and Community. Eve
 
and weekends 247 
7723.  
HOUSE  FURNISHED.
















housesit  my 
home on a per 
martenl
 basis, and make my 
payment  of 
$275/mo.
 plus your 
utilities.




, c/0 George Stump, 1058 N. 4th 
St., No.
 I.
 San Jose. CA 
95112.  
FEMALE roommate to share a 
room at Valley 
West  Apts. 5105a 
month. Reliable person. Tennis 
crts pool. Call 792 9771 
WANTED 
Male  roommate, non 
smoking 
Pool,  sauna,  jacuni, 
etc. 5128. Call Dan or Jerry at 
866,1975 or 292 5229. 
YOUNG 
reliable  family looking for 
clean 3-bdrm. between Menlo 
Park and SJSU.
 Will do light 




 at 772 4397 








 SJSU. Near Lucky's, 
bus. Prefer resp. male student. 
Call 







LOST: Slim  Soracelet
 with oval 
Ivory state. ApprOx. 3/2. Pleat. 
...sentimental. 
Patti,










black color Please call 349 
7752  
or 349 3311 
LOST 
Set of keys with cow 
clip.  





 for female to live with a 
nice, handicapped may
 He likes 
music and writing Lives near 
campus. 298 2308 
_ 
BIRTHDAY















 Love, Mouser 










YOU ought to be in pictures! An 
elegant
 color portrait
 by John, 
































































SeTStOl  fate 
411  assure, 
$15  00 



























Happy  72nd Hone. 
Here's
 to long talks, lots 
Of
 love. 
















 coffeehouse returns! 




7:30  11:30 to enjoy 






 What a better 
time







John at 269 7937. 









 picture Meet 
me 
any  day. 
Monday thru 
Thursday,
 at 12:30 by the
 tree 
where we 
met.  Ron. 
A BIRTHDAY 
girl!  Hey Vick, let's 
celebrate
 with  




 Rick, Barb, 
Ben,
 Tony, Leon,
 John P., Dick, 
Wade 0. and Danny Joe My 















Won't  tell them that 
your 
..13,day" is 





Birthday  to my favorite 
fish. Meet me at the
 pond Thurs,  
for a 












NEATNESS, and DEADLINES 
GUARANTEED 
Experienced 




 by San Jose 
State 
University Graduate 
Department.  IBM Sel II South 
San Jose/Blossom
 Valley Area 
Janet, 227.9525. 
LOOKING 





expressions of love that
 are 
soft, elegant and understood by 
everyone!  For the 
finest
 wed 





TYPO GRAPHICS, INC. 
 Writing and editing resumes 






 10 percent discount to students
 
with student 
ID cards For 
appointment, call 197 9954 
PROF E xp typist Fast, accurate. 




 Service Student 
Rates 292 4770
 
TYPING Thesis, term papers. etc 
Experienced and fast Phone 
2690674 
LICENSED CHILD CARE. Near 
school. loving care, hot meals 
and 
extras 









 etc Fast 
service 
SI/pg Sheila, 2790129 
MUSIC 
LIVE for your wedding 
Professional vocalist/guitarist
 
Free audition Skip Garcia 197 
8646 
.sicE you an "A" student, Speed 


























hair removed forever CON 




 Typing- SI/double 
spaced page. 














 $t/dbl. space 
page -







TYPING Fast, Accurate and 
reasonable too. IBM 
Selectric
 
Gloom, a try, I'm In West 
San  
Jose. Call Patty at 9114 1647. 
HATE IRONING? I'll do it 
quickly  
and 


















reasonab   Resumes. etc 
2652717. 
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN 
ENROLL  NOW!!! For 
Info.,  go 




S33.50 per year covers exams, X 
rays, 
cleanings
 at no charge 
(twice
 
a year). plus low cost on 
Other




FAME05,010  readings. 
Auro.
 past life, psychic 







 126. Family of Man. 
873 












stereo  components. 
compacts,  portables











.0 10 percent 
DISCOUNTS! Who else can
 
offer you over
 280 brands. 
Virtually 
every model
 on the 
market? Factory sealed 
cartons 
w. full warranty plus
 an 
optional  




accessories  AT cost 




delivery,  testing 
and set up, Super 
low sale 
prices ALL the time? 
5 free L's 
with each purchase? 
Complete  
price quotes w/no 
aaaaa  charges 
right over the 
phone?  No hype, 
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destination of two 
summer art history 
programs
 offered for the 
first time through SJSU. 
The two courses,
 which 
will concentrate on the art 
and archaeology of both 
countries,  are open to the 
public,  according
 to 
William  Gaugler, 
SJSU  
associate professor of art 
history who formerly
 
served on the 
faculty


























 in Italy and 
Greece,"  Gaugler said. 
The Italian tour is 
scheduled for July 7-23 and 
will
 focus on Rome 
and 
Southern Italy, with visits 
to Ostia, Tivoli, Palestrina, 
Naples, Herculaneum, 
Pompeii, Capri, Paestum 
and several other cities. 
The Greece program, 
July 27 -August 13, will 
include visits to ancient 
monuments in Athens, 
Olympia, Delphi, Corinth 
and Sparta. as well as a 
seven-day cruise to the 




































































cost  includes 
tuition and instructional 
charges for three semester 



































 and dinner for 
the
 Italy course is provided 
as
 well as breakfast 
and  
dinner on land tours for the 
Greek  course, all tran-
sportation to sites and 
museums, and the seven-
day cruise to the Greek 
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Career Planning
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"Get a full picture of 
potential employers and 
the
 occupation.' said 




































































their  own values,
 
skills, 
experience  and 
interests 
is stressed by 
both the "Job Huntim, 
Technique"
 and th 
"Resume Writing" classes 
"A resume 
should  







Placement Adviser. "It 
must be a clear,
 positive 






 in the 
class.  
Kimball  also tells
 students 
the information she 
believes 
necessary  to be 


























First  the 
interviewee  
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supplied 
















































 being told that 
there are
 no job openings, 
to not
 being able to 
get an 
interview, to being late for 
































to use it. 
Career 
Planning  and 
Placement  will
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at the Career Planning and 
Placement in Building Q 










































































write  a play as big 
in scope as 
Chalk Circle 
without a group










written  in 
a 
collective 
group  effort, won 
$2,500 for its 
authors  and 
$750 for the SJSU thetre 
arts department.
 
In addition to the 




regional winner of 
the 
American College 
Theatre  Featival 
XI.  
Annually 
awarded  by 
McDonald's Corp., the 
Lorraine Hansberry 










works,  "A 















































 being black 
or 
white,























in the Santa 
Clara  Valley. 
The heroes of the play
 
are all people who can 












and by an 
incident
 in 
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